













CONSTRUCTION OF PRACTICAL SYSTEM 








An automatic plant diagnosis system that is available anywhere and anytime is required. Although              
systems are built based on machine learning methods, including deep learning methods, have been              
proposed so far, there are very few systems that are available on farms practically. In this study, we aim                   
to create a highly accurate and robust plant disease diagnosis system which is available from a web site                  
on actual farms and various places. First, we achieved the accuracy of 96.4% for the 13 class                 
classification task of cucumber leaf: 71,615 images infected by 12 major diseases and 17,484 healthy               
images. In addition, we built a practical Web system using the created classifier as a part of our project                   
of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. Users can access the Web system we have built                 
through the native mobile application created by NTT DATA Corporation. We will open the application               
to the public in recent years. This automatic diagnosis system for plant diseases has already been                
released only to the people involved in the project and has been verified by the system in order.                  
However, the accuracy is 56.1% for unknown images which was taken in different fields and different                
shooting dates with the training dataset. This result did not satisfy our expectations. In this paper, This                 
problem is described in detail. As future works, we will deal with the problem in the versatility of our                   
classifier. 
 





























セットが抱える危険性の1つである．Liu et al.[16]は   
，CNNを用いてりんごの病害４種を診断するシステムを





































































































































































































































Representational State Transfer (REST)を用いている     
が，プロキシーサーバと識別器サーバ間の通信プロトコ



















評価指標 評価データセット [%] テストデータセット [%] 
CCYV感度 99.2 34.5 
CMV感度 96.7 - 
KGMMV感度 96.5 - 
MYSV感度 98.2 51.9 
PRSV感度 97.3 - 
WMV感度 93.2 - 
ZYMV感度 98.2 - 
うどんこ病感度 87.8 - 
つる枯病感度 97.5 - 
べと病感度 97.6 47.9 
灰色かび病感度 97.9 38.6 
褐斑病感度 98.6 77.2 
特異度 95.1 66.5 
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